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ISSW Breakout Workshop: Rescue Devices

How Many Lives Can Avalanche Air Bags Save?
Answer: It Depends on the Choice of Terrain
and Low‐Risk Travel Ritual

Report by Lynne Wolfe
This was a popular and crowded ISSW workshop
held Friday morning, September 21; at the last minute
we needed to add on another room’s worth of capacity.
Two of the presentations: Manuel Genswein and Jürg
Schweitzer’s report on transceiver search times for
different populations and multiple burials (see story
starting on page 10), and John Barkhusen’s report
on interference on transceivers from other devices
(see story below), are reprinted here in TAR 31-2. For
the other three presentations, I’ll let the readers go
read the papers soon to be posted on the ISSW.net
Web site along with all the other ISSW proceedings,
noting that dog handlers will find Ryan Gould’s
presentation on scenting conditions for avalanche
dogs quite useful.
The presentations were generally interesting, but the
most valuable material for me was the extended postpresentation discussion that began with some questions
about the technical points of potentially improving
signal overlap from the beacon manufacturers. Felix
Kroell noted that our current frequency is the best we
can hope for at the moment; now we need to put some
money into research within its parameters, specifically
toward improving technology that allows the beacon
to separate signals should overlap occur.

Of those that die in an avalanche including with beacons:

but incomplete analogy. The car airbag deploys
automatically; the avalanche balloon pack (at this
point in its development) must be user-deployed
(although there was some discussion of a new
remotely detonated balloon-pack feature).
Janet Kellam, former director of the Sawtooth NFAC,
and Karl Klassen of the CAA gave some insightful
talking points based on their extensive experience
dealing with the media:

?

Some can be saved by wearing an
avalanche air bag

Depends on the Choice of Terrain and Low‐Risk Travel Ritual

?
?

?

Some will die from deep burials
because of terrain traps, large
avalanches, secondary
avalanches and bad luck

Avalanche Air Bags
DON’T WORK (and
neither do beacons)

Some will die from trauma

From Bruce Tremper

LMecN+eness o> Aescue Oear ;e<en=s on Terrain Choice

• When the media states, ”They were doing everything
right,” a good re-write might be, “They were in
dangerous terrain with dangerous conditions.“

Could be saved by
avalanche air bag and/
or beacon
Deep burials

• Balloon packs don’t replace education and good
judgment.

Could be saved by
avalanche air bag and/
or beacon

• Balloon packs only mitigate the effects of being in an
avalanche.

Deep burials

Trauma

• The driving analogy is helpful: airbags in cars save
lives, but not all lives. It is the same in avalanches.

Trauma

High‐Consequence Terrain

Low‐Consequence Terrain

From Bruce Tremper

SURVIVAL RATES EXAMINED
Later on Friday, Pascal Haegeli gave a muchanticipated presentation on updated statistics for burials
with balloon packs. The Canadian and Swiss versions of
his statistics note a distinct improvement in your chances
of survival by wearing a balloon pack; Pascal rephrased
the question and dove deeper into his methodology by
asking, “Of 100 people caught, how many more would
have lived if they had balloon packs?”
Initial and incomplete statistics note an increased
survival rate of 13.8%, taken from accidents involving
people with and without balloon packs. Pascal

Bruce Tremper interprets balloon pack statistics into a couple of
easy-to-visualize PowerPoint slides that illustrate the importance
of terrain choice, deep burial, and the role of luck.

noted that there are reporting issues, especially from
professional operations and “saves;” there are also some
WORKING WITH THE MEDIA: TIPS
non-inflation incidents that affect statistics as well.
The next discussion topic revolved around the
It is hard to isolate the cumulative human factors:
professional community learning to consistently
does
having a balloon pack swing judgment toward
and intelligently discuss the airbag, or balloon
riding bigger terrain and taking greater risk,
pack, with students, institutions, and the media.
therefore being caught in bigger slides? Please see
First, calling them balloon packs underscores a
the entire text of his paper for a full explanation of
difference from the car airbag, which is a useful
his methods and results: www.avalancheresearch.
ca/?portfolio=avalanche-balloon-packs-currentstatus-at-the-canadian-workplace
Pascal has promised to write an updated article,
Just got the recent TAR. Regarding Avi Beacon in harness or pocket:
including US data and adapted so that the practitioner
Surprised this didn’t get mentioned. I wear my beacon in my pocket when
can understand it, for the April issue of TAR. He
I have my radio/chest pack on (when guiding). When not wearing radio/
added that this article is dependent on his original
chest pack, I use the manufacturer’s beacon harness. I don’t have any
paper first being printed in a peer-reviewed journal,
direct facts or anything, but I think it’s prudent to
separate
the
radio
TAR is not.
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and the beacon as best as reasonably possible.
Lynne Wolfe is your TAR editor and an avalanche
Just my 2 cents. Thanks for your great publication.
educator who is always looking for the best ways to
Cheers, Mark Frankmann, Telluride Helitrax R
phrase difficult concepts.
R

Another Comment Regarding Beacon Placement

Interference Myth NOT Busted
Story by John Barkhausen
Have you ever been told to put your
phone away when you go into the
backcountry? And, that if you don’t, it
will interfere with your transceiver and
make it much harder to find you? Have
you ever wondered what that means
exactly, and whether or not it’s true?
Well, I wondered, and it turns out
that, yes, phones and other small
electronics have a great effect on
avalanche transceivers. I studied this in
a recent research project and presented
the findings at the 2012 ISSW this fall
in Anchorage, Alaska. It was a simple
project, aimed at helping practitioners
combat the effect that interference can
have on a transceiver search.
The basic results are that these devices
have very little effect on a signal when
placed near a transmitting transceiver,
or near what would be the victim’s
transceiver. But, when placed near a
searching transceiver, the effect can be
catastrophic. I tested signal interference
using cell phones, iPods, GPS units,
SPOT locators, digital cameras, and a
few smaller items. I found that when held
close enough to the searching transceiver,
these devices reduced the effective range
of that transceiver. If the effective range
of a transceiver is less than the assumed
range, or normal range, of a transceiver,
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then there is the potential of leaving large
amounts of area un-searched.
But, there is good news that came
out of this research. It appears that the
threshold of how close these interfering
devices need to be in order to have
an effect is very low. If you hold the
interfering device at least 40cm away
from the searching transceiver, then the
interference is essentially gone. Luckily,
40cm is a little less than a typical arm
length, so to get rid of any perceived
interference all you need to do is hold
your searching transceiver a full arm’s
length from your body.
Listen to what those avalanche
instructors have been telling us for years,
and keep the phone off and away while
traveling in avalanche terrain. We now
know what to do if we come across a
weird signal, or if we wear things like
search and rescue radios, but just like with
avalanches, the best plan A is avoidance,
and everything else is a plan B.
John recently made the leap from student to
instructor for Prescott
College's Adventure
Education program. He
presented this research
at his first ISSW this
fall in Anchorage. R
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As interfering devices are moved farther from the searching transceiver, the level of
interference decreases and the range comes closer to normal. This magnitude was calculated
by subtracting the perceived range caused by interference from the normal range.
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Snow Boards, Water Equivalent Samplers
Snow Density Kits, Digital and Spring Scales
Standard Ram Penetrometers, Powder Rams
Pocket Microscopes, Loupes, Magnifiers
Digital and Dial Stem Thermometers
Avalanche Shovels, Depth Probes
Tape Measures, Folding Rules,
Shear Frames, Force Gauges
Snow Saws, Field Books

